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Katsuhara Mori

Katsuhara Moria was a player character played by kairi. Mori served on the YSS Sakura.

Katsuhara Mori

Species & Gender: Female NH-29 Nekovalkyrja (formerly NH-17)
Date of Birth: ??日 ?月 ??
Organization:
Occupation:

Rank:
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Height: 148.2 cm
Weight: 53 kg
Measurements: (86.36, 81.28, 93.98)
Bra Size: B

Build and Skin Color: Wiry and thin, with pale skin a creamy whitish-tan.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Small, dainty nose and piercing blue eyes. Lacks defining features.
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Hair color and Style: Jet black with an almost-red highlight, kept down and smooth. Ears are striped
ginger and brown.

Distinguishing Features: Has transferred from one Star Army assignment to a completely different one,
along with a different body, resulting in an odd assortment of skills.

Personality

Personality: Serious yet sarcastic, failure-averse and self-deprecating. Fears failure above all else.

Likes: Ramen, swordplay, books/literature.
Dislikes: Failure, cooking of any sort(it reminds her of her “old life”), ignorance.
Goals: Become a high-ranking field commander.

History

Relatively recently manufactured, Mori decided to immediately enter the Star Army to repay her
'lifedebt'. After spending some time as a cook, she became unhappy with her body as an NH-17,
eventually soul-transferring to the new NH-29 model, connsidering her life as an NH-17 a failure. Mori
requested a transfer to pilot a Mindy after deciding that culinary delights were not her calling. She is
slightly more prone to low self-esteem than some NH-29s due to her “failure” at her first life, and it is one
of her few (known) weaknesses, though she surely has more undiscovered shortcomings. She is eager to
serve and eager to win–she refuses to fail.

Skills Learned

# Communication: Mori is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions
to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and
shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. Mori is fluent in English, (and since she is a
Nekovalkyrja, Japanese). She can speak and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill
forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

# Fighting: Mori received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program.
She is skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and
without weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

# Technology Operation: Mori is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS,
found on all Star Army starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

# Mathematics: Mori has received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and
trigonometry.

# Knowledge: Has read an extensive amount of history; More wasa uploaded when Mori changed from a
NH-17 to a NH-29. This includes technology, comedy, classic literature, and some sciences, though not
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enough to allow any of the occupations requiring these bits of knowledge. Factoids are a major part of
the extraneous knowledge.

#Leadership: Speeches and squad leadership have been uploaded to Mori's brain, including many
famous leaders' key styles and claims to fame.

#Domestic (cooking): A much hated skill, mori has the knowledge required to make any requested dish
of a skill level equivalent of a gourmet 3.5 star restaurant. She mainly makes instant ramen, though.

Social Connections

Family (or Creators): Ketsurui Zaibatsu Ind (was created as NH-17 Nekovalkyrja, soul transferred)

Inventory & Finance

Owned: * Uniforms: o 2 Star Army bodysuit uniforms (See picture. Contents listed below) + 2 stretch
bodysuits, blue, with appropriate panel colors + 2 mesh undershirts, light blue translucent with
“Hinomaru” patch on right arm, fleet patch on left arm + 2 pair mesh stockings, light blue translucent +
1 pair leather gloves, dark gray + 1 pair leather boots, dark gray + 1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray, with
holster for Type 28 NSP o Weather Uniform + 1 black tricorner hat, thick felt with red border (or white for
officers) + 1 black overcoat, thigh length o Uniform accessories + 1 Rank Pin, SantÃ´ Hei * Civilian and
workout clothing o 1 yukata (cotton robe), white, with Star Army of Yamatai Hinomaru logo print o 1
black sash for yukata o 2 black bikini swimsuit bottom with Star Army of Yamatai logo on left leg o 2
black T-shirts with pocket on left breast o 1 pair black sandals * Undergarments o 4 black panty o 6 black
sport bras (double as swimsuit top) o 4 pair of black boot socks

Items:

* Weaponry and Tools: o Ketsurui Zaibatsu Type 28C Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol with 2 additional BR-28A
Battery Magazines o Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard with black leather
sheath with loop and clips for belt attachment * Wooden Medal Case, velvet interior, engraved with Star
Army logo on top o No medals * Personal Hygiene: o 1 Bottle of medical facility shampoo o 1 Bottle
medical facility liquid soap o 1 Toothbrush and tube of toothpaste (Neko Fresh with CarnivoreFreshBreath
technology) o 2 washcloths, white o 2 towels, white * Electronics o Electronic Money Card (balance 2010)
o Communications Coin Bought goods KetZai Type 29 NSP pistol, Type 29 lanyard, and charger. Star
Pillows Hybrid pillow (45 KS model) Communications Coin(100 KS) Chrome Egg(45KS)(OOC
Note)APPROVED BY WES Emrys Ind Kawaii, black with red lower body and red pom-pom, a la Moogle (50
KS) One (1) Arm Computer, brand unidentified at this time One (1) Padded/Armored Rucksack One (1)
Helmet, decorated with bleached-white exoskeleton parts from unidentified alien species One (1) SMG,
barrel broken(OOC: Will be fixed for a fee at gun shop at later date, I assume)
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OOC Notes

Approval thread: https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/katsuhara-mori.13094/

Orders: https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/orders-katsuhara-mori.13101/

Character Data
Character Name Katsuhara Mori
Character Owner kairi
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Deceased
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
Orders Orders
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